We discuss how future X-ray instruments which are under development can contribute to our understanding of the nonthermal Universe. Much progress has been made in the field of X-ray Astronomy recently, thanks to the operation of modern X-ray telescopes such as Chandra, XMM-Newton, Suzaku, and SWIFT, but more in-depth investigation awaits future missions. These future missions include ASTROSAT, NuSTAR, e-ROSITA, ASTRO-H and GEMS, which will be realized in the next decade, and also much larger projects such as Athena and LOFT, which have been proposed for the 2020's. All of those are expected to bring a variety of novel observational results regarding astrophysical sources of high-energy particles and radiation, i.e. supernova remnants, neutron stars, stellar-mass black holes, active galaxies, and clusters of galaxies among others. The operation of the future X-ray instruments will proceed in parallel with the operation of Fermi-LAT and the Cherenkov Telescope Array. We emphasize that the synergy between the X-ray and γ-ray observations is particularly important, and that the planned X-ray missions, when in conjunction with the modern γ-ray observatories, will indeed provide a qualitatively better insight into the high-energy Universe.
Introduction
X-ray observations using space telescopes have revealed that the Universe is full of high-temperature phenomena reaching 10 to 100 million degrees, which nobody had imagined before the advent of X-ray Astronomy. The X-ray band is capable of probing extreme conditions of the Universe such as the proximity of black holes or the surface of neutron stars, as well as observing exclusively the emission from high-temperature gas and selectively the emission from accelerated electrons. In recent years, Chandra, XMM-Newton, Suzaku and other X-ray missions have made great advances in X-ray Astronomy. We have obtained knowledge which revolutionized our understanding of the high energy Universe and learned that phenomena observed in the X-ray band are deeply connected to those observed in other wavelengths from radio to γ-rays.
X-rays of synchrotron origin are of special interest because they are generally produced in extreme cosmic accelerators, which can accelerate particles up to and above 10 12 eV energies. X-rays carry information not only about the directly accelerated electrons, but also about hadrons, through the synchrotron radiation of secondary e ± pairs produced at interactions of accelerated protons and nuclei with ambient gas and radiation fields. The ASCA X-ray satellite and the first generation TeV telescopes demonstrated the close relationship between X-rays and TeV γ-rays from objects such as "high frequency peaked" blazars and young supernova remnants [1, 2] . Since then, tremendous achievements which show the link between these two frequency bands have been done with the present X-ray satellites and the second generation TeV telescopes including H.E.S.S., MAGIC, and VERITAS. Recently, hard X-ray observations are becoming more important, since this is the energy band where non-thermal emission could overwhelm thermal X-ray emission in sources like galaxy clusters and supernova remnants. The hard X-ray emission, if detected, traces the sites of particle acceleration in such objects, and gives important information about the particle acceleration mechanisms involved. As discussed below, the hard X-ray telescopes onboard ASTRO-H and NuSTAR, with sensitivity two orders of magnitude better than the present missions, are capable of solving various scientific questions to understand the non-thermal Universe.
In order to study turbulence, magnetic fields, and relativistic particles in various astrophysical systems, and to draw a more complete picture of the high energy Universe, observations by a spectrometer with an extremely high resolution capable of measuring the bulk plasma velocities and/or turbulence with a resolution corresponding to a speed of ∼ 100 km s −1 are desirable. In galaxy clusters, X-ray hot gas is trapped in a gravitational potential well and shocks and/or turbulence are produced as smaller substructures with their own hot gas halos fall into and merge with the dominant cluster. Large scale shocks can also be produced as gas from the intracluster medium falls into the gravitational potential of a cluster. The bulk motions and turbulences are in turn responsible for acceleration of particles to very high energies, which is manifested via non-thermal emission processes, best studied with sensitive hard Xray and γ-ray measurements.
Understanding the non-thermal phenomena in the Universe is one of the key goals of modern astrophysics. The origin of galactic and extragalactic cosmic rays and their roles in the history of the Universe still remain unsolved. In this paper, we will discuss contributions by future X-ray missions which are under development in conjunction with possible synergy with the next-generation TeV γ-ray observatory, the Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA).
Future X-ray Missions
A number of new X-ray missions which are expected to revolutionize the current understanding of the high energy Universe are being developed and planned. In the next decade, ASTROSAT [3] , NuSTAR [4] , e-ROSITA [5] , ASTRO-H [6] and GEMS [7] will be realized. Among them, the 6th Japanese X-ray satellite ASTRO-H, to be launched in 2014, is the next major international X-ray mission which will be operated as an observatory. Much larger missions, such as Athena [8] and LOFT [9] , have been proposed for the 2020's.
ASTROSAT is a multi-wavelength astronomy mission carrying four X-ray instruments, which will be placed in a 650-km, near-equatorial orbit. It will provide data mainly in the area of X-ray timing and broadband spectroscopy covering the energy range 0.3 − 150 keV, with emphasis on hard X-rays. Diffuse UV studies can also be carried out with an onboard UV telescope.
NuSTAR and ASTRO-H will carry the first focusing hard X-ray telescopes with graded multilayer reflecting surfaces that operate in an energy range of 5 − 80 keV. Imaging and especially focusing instruments have two tremendous advantages. Firstly, the volume of the Figure 1 : Differential sensitivities of different X-ray and γ-ray instruments for an isolated point source. Lines for the Chandra/ACIS-S, the Suzaku/HXD (PIN and GSO), the INTEGRAL/IBIS (from the 2009 IBIS Observer's Manual), and the ASTRO-H/HXI,SGD are the 3σ sensitivity curves for 100 ks exposures. A spectral bin with ∆E/E = 1 is assumed for Chandra and ∆E/E = 0.5 for the other instruments. Note that the XMM-Newton instruments have a slightly better sensitivity than Chandra for 100 ks, while SWIFT/BAT is characterized by almost the same sensitivity limit as IBIS/ISGRI within the range from 15 keV up to ∼ 300 keV. The sensitivities of the COMPTEL and EGRET instruments correspond to the all-lifetime all-sky survey of CGRO. The curve denoting Fermi-LAT is the pre-launch sensitivity evaluated for the 5σ detection limit at high Galactic latitudes with 1/4-decade ranges of energy in a one-year dataset [10] . The curves depicting the MAGIC Stereo system [11] and H.E.S.S. are given for 5σ detection with > 10 excess photons after 50 h exposure. The simulated CTA configuration C sensitivity curve for 50 h exposure at a zenith angle of 20 deg is taken from [12] . Red dashed line denotes the differential energy flux corresponding to the mCrab unit in various energy ranges as adopted in the literature.
focal plane detector can be made much smaller than for non-focusing instruments, so reducing the absolute background level since the background flux generally scales with the size of the detector. Secondly, the residual background, often time-variable, can be measured simultaneously with the source, and can be reliably subtracted.
As shown in Figure 1 , the sensitivity to be achieved by ASTRO-H (and similarly NuSTAR) is about two orders of magnitude improved compared to previous collimated or coded mask instruments that have operated in this energy band (Figure 2 ). This will bring a breakthrough in our understanding of hard X-ray spectra of celestial sources in general. With this sensitivity, 30 − 50 % of the hard X-ray Cosmic Background would be resolved. This will enable us to track the evolution of active galaxies with accretion flows which are heavily obscured, in order to accurately assess their contribution to the Cosmic X-ray Background over cosmic time. In addition, simultaneous observations of blazar-type ac-
The IBIS/ISGRI significance mosaic of the Galactic Center region in the 20 − 40 keV energy range [13] is shown in the top of the image. In the bottom of the image the expected performance of hard X-ray observations of the same region with NuSTAR is presented. The simulation does not include molecular clouds but focuses on the population of X-ray binaries, with a depth of 12ksec/pixel or 6 µCrab (courtesy of F.A. Harrison).
tive galaxies with Fermi-LAT and the TeV γ-ray telescopes are of vital importance to study particle acceleration in relativistic jets (see § 5).
In addition to the hard X-ray telescopes, ASTRO-H will carry two Soft X-ray Telescopes, one with a micro-calorimeter spectrometer array with excellent energy resolution (Soft X-ray Spectrometer; SXS), and the other with a large area CCD in their respective focal planes ( Figure 3 ). The spectroscopic capability of Xray micro-calorimeters is unique in X-ray astronomy, since no other spectrometers can achieve high energy resolution, high quantum efficiency, and spectroscopy for spatially extended sources at the same time. Imaging spectroscopy with an energy resolution < 7 eV by the SXS of extended sources can reveal line broadening and Doppler shifts due to turbulent or bulk velocities of the X-ray emitting plasma. This capability enables the determination of the level of turbulent pressure support in clusters, supernova ejecta dispersal patterns, the structure of active galactic and starburst winds, and the spatially dependent abundance pattern in clusters and elliptical galaxies. The SXS can also measure the optical depths of resonance absorption lines, from which the degree and spatial extent of turbulence can be inferred.
In combination with a high throughput X-ray telescope, the SXS improves on the Chandra and XMMNewton grating spectrometers in two important ways. At E > 2 keV, the SXS is both more sensitive and has higher resolution (Figure 4) , especially in the Fe K band where the SXS has 10 times the collecting area and The total mass at launch will be ∼ 2700 kg. ASTRO-H will be launched into a circular orbit with altitude 500 − 600 km, and inclination ∼ 31 degrees [6] . much better energy resolution, giving a net improvement in sensitivity by a factor of 30 over Chandra. In addition the SXS uniquely performs high-resolution spectroscopy of extended sources. In contrast to a grating, the spectral resolution of the calorimeter is unaffected by source's angular size because it is nondispersive.
In order to extend the energy coverage to the soft γ-ray region up to 600 keV, the Soft Gamma-ray Detector (SGD) will be implemented as a non-focusing detector onboard ASTRO-H. The SGD measures soft γ-rays via reconstruction of the Compton scattering in the Compton camera, covering an energy range of 40 − 600 keV with sensitivity at 300 keV of more than 10 times better than the Suzaku Hard X-ray Detector. The SGD is capable of measuring the polarization of celestial sources brighter than a few times 1/100 of the Crab Nebula and polarized above ∼ 10 %. This capability is expected to yield polarization measurements in several celestial objects, providing new insights into properties of soft γ-ray emission processes.
The Gravity and Extreme Magnetism Small Explorer (GEMS) is an astrophysical observatory dedicated to Xray polarimetry (2 − 10 keV) and is being developed for launch in 2014. GEMS will perform the first sensitive X-ray polarization survey of several classes of X-ray emitting sources characterized by strong gravitational or magnetic fields. It has been recognized for a long time that X-ray polarization measurements can provide Figure 4 : (a) Effective areas of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy missions as functions of X-ray energy. The curve for the ASTRO-H SXS is the present best estimate for a point source. The two crosses show the mission requirements. The XMM-Newton RGS effective area is a sum of first order of the two instruments (RGS-1 and RGS-2). The effective areas of LETG, MEG and HEG onboard Chandra are sums of first order dispersions in ± directions. (b) Resolving power of the ASTRO-H SXS as a function of X-ray energy for the two cases, 4 eV resolution (goal) and 7 eV (requirement). The resolving power of high resolution instruments onboard Chandra and XMM-Newton and typical resolving power of X-ray CCD cameras are also shown for comparison [14] . unique diagnosis of the strong fields near compact objects. The prime scientific objectives of GEMS are to determine the effects of the spin of black holes, the configurations of the magnetic fields of magnetars, and the structure of the supernova shocks which accelerate cosmic rays. In the cases of both stellar black holes and supermassive black holes, sensitivity to 1 % polarization is needed to make diagnostic measurements of the net polarizations predicted for probable accretion disk and corona models. GEMS can reach this goal for several Seyfert galaxies and quasars and measure the polarizations of representatives of a variety of other classes of X-ray sources, such as rotation-powered and accretionpowered pulsars.
e-ROSITA will be the primary instrument onboard the Russian "Spectrum-Roentgen-Gamma" (SRG) satellite which will be launched in 2013 and placed in an L2 orbit [5] . The e-ROSITA mission will perform the first imaging all-sky survey in the medium energy X-ray range up to 10 keV with an unprecedented spectral and angular resolution. The e-ROSITA sensitivity during the all-sky survey for four years will be approximately 30 times ROSAT. In the all-sky survey, the typical flux limit will be ∼ 10 −14 erg cm −2 s −1 and ∼ 3 × 10 −13 erg cm
in the 0.5 − 2 keV and 2 − 10 keV energy bands, respectively. At these fluxes the X-ray sky is dominated by active galaxies and clusters, which can be separated with an angular resolution of 25 − 30 arcsec. The proposed survey will identify 50,000-100,000 clusters depending on the capabilities in disentangling moderatelylow extended sources from active galaxies. Concerning the number of active galaxies, the log N − log S measurement in moderately wide field surveys, like XMM-COSMOS, can be used to predict detections of (3 − 10) × 10 6 sources, up to z ∼ 7 − 8, depending on the detection threshold.
Supernova Remnants

X-ray Study of Supernova Remnants
X-ray imaging and spectroscopic observations play an important role in understanding TeV γ-ray emission from supernova remnants (SNRs). Generally, SNRs are studied with X-ray instruments in the following contexts: (i) SNRs are believed to be the primary sources of galactic cosmic rays (CRs) up to the knee (at ∼ 3 × 10 15 eV in the all-particle CR spectrum) and possibly beyond it; (ii) SNRs are the best sites to study particle acceleration (particularly, diffusive shock acceleration, DSA) processes, which should have wide applications in astrophysics; (iii) supernovae are important sources of chemical elements in the Universe; X-ray line spectroscopy of SNRs can probe nucleosynthesis taking place in the interior of stars and during supernova explosions, being complementary to a late phase optical spectroscopy of supernovae; (iv) SNRs are major sources of kinetic energy and turbulence of interstellar gas, thereby affecting the gas structures of our Galaxy and also star formation. The synergies between X-ray and TeV observations of SNRs primarily lie in the areas of particle acceleration and the origin of Galactic CRs.
In young SNRs, both nonthermal and thermal X-ray emissions can be observed. Synchrotron radiation by TeV electrons accelerated at strong shock fronts, first identified with the ASCA satellite [15] , is currently the only established channel of nonthermal X-radiation in Figure 5 : Deep Chandra 4−6 keV image of Tycho's SNR [16] . Bright features are due to synchrotron radiation produced by multi-TeV electrons.
SNRs. Observations of synchrotron-emitting X-ray filaments provide key information about particle acceleration and magnetic field amplification processes (see § 3.3 and § 3.4). For instance, a recent deep Chandra map of Tycho's SNR has revealed an interesting spatial feature, "stripes", of synchrotron X-ray emission (see Figure 5 ) which may be taken as signatures of magnetic field amplification and associated acceleration of CR protons and nuclei up to ∼ 10 15 eV [16] . Thermal components include the line and continuum (bremsstrahlung) emissions from shock-heated interstellar/circumstellar medium and from the hot ejecta heated by reverse shocks. Dissipation at a shock occurs through wave-particle interactions and shock-heating is inevitably connected with shock-acceleration. As discussed below, X-ray diagnostics of shocked plasma in SNRs aids in understanding of TeV γ-ray emission. Line emissions come from electron-collisional excited ions, dominated by alpha elements like O, Ne, Mg, Si, and S, and the iron peak elements like Fe and Ni. Shocked plasmas in young SNRs generally do not reach collisional ionization equilibrium (CIE) and they are under-ionized. It takes τ ≡ nt ∼ 10 12 s cm −3 to reach CIE. Collisional heating of electrons by ions is also a slow process and consequently electron-ion temperature equilibrium is not reached. The degree of electronproton temperature equilibration at the shock front is determined by collisionless heating via collective plasma processes, which are not well understood. The analysis of Balmer-dominated optical spectra of partially ionized shocks indicates a temperature ratio of T e /T p = 0.05 − 0.1 for a high shock speed (v > 1000 km s −1 ) [17] . On the other hand, ion temperatures at fully ionized shocks (dominant for young SNRs) have never Simulated ASTRO-H SXS spectrum (black points) around the iron K-shell complex of Tycho's SNR for an exposure of 100 ks (taken from ASTRO-H Quick Reference http://astro-h.isas.jaxa.jp/researchers/news/2010/-1119 e.html). For a reference, a simulated spectrum with no thermal Doppler broadening is also shown (green points). Iron K lines from a blob that is receding are red-shaded, while lines from an approaching blob are blue-shaded.
been well determined. The excellent resolution of the ASTRO-H SXS offers an opportunity to measure a temperature of shocked irons in young SNRs, a real breakthrough in understanding the physics of shock heating. Figure 6 presents simulated spectra of SXS observations of the central portion of Tycho's SNR. The spectra (black points) assume two plasma blobs that are receding and approaching to us with ±4000 km s −1 [18] with the same parameters, an iron temperature of kT Fe = 3 MeV (mass-proportional heating), an electron temperature of kT e = 5 keV, and an ionization parameter of τ = 0.9 × 10 10 s cm −3 . For a reference, a simulated spectrum with no thermal Doppler broadening is also shown (green points).
Only thermal X-ray emission has been observed in evolved SNRs (say, > 10 4 yr), usually from low temperature (kT e ∼ 0.1 keV) CIE plasmas. Recently, X-ray emission from overionized (recombining) plasma [19] has been observed in Mixed Morphology SNRs (MMSNRs) with the Suzaku satellite [20] . MMSNRs are mostly strong GeV γ-ray emitters [21] . X-ray observations can be used to infer the dynamical evolution of such SNRs. Conducting sensitive searches for nonthermal bremsstrahlung in the hard X-ray band by NuSTAR and ASTRO-H HXI will complement γ-ray measurements.
Synergy between X-ray and Gamma-ray Observa-
tions of SNRs A supernova origin of CRs has long been a matter of active research since it was advocated by Baade and Zwicky in the 1930's [22] . The current sophisticated paradigm is that diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) at collisionless shock waves of SNRs is responsible for the production of Galactic CRs up to the knee energy or even beyond [23] , transferring ∼ 10 % of the explosion kinetic energy into the form of CR energy [24] . DSA is widely regarded as the standard mechanism for producing relativistic particles at collisionless shocks in various astrophysical objects.
γ-ray observations of SNRs provide the most straightforward way of addressing the SNR paradigm for the origin of CRs through the measurement of π 0 -decay γ-rays [25] . H.E.S.S. observations of TeV γ-ray emission from SNR RX J1713.7−3946 [26, 27] have revealed a TeV γ-ray morphology closely matching the synchrotron X-ray map (see Figure 7) , providing a firm example of TeV γ-ray emission from an SNR shell. SNRs constitute one of the most populated classes of TeV sources in our Galaxy [28] . Given that the galactic CRs are energetically dominated by protons and that DSA models usually presume a very high efficiency of proton acceleration, finding evidence for the π 0 -decay γ-rays is indispensable, but it has remained tantalizingly difficult mainly because radiation processes involving relativistic electrons (the so-called leptonic components) could explain the γ-ray emission as well.
X-ray observations play an important role in constraining the origin of TeV γ-ray emission from shelltype SNRs. A synchrotron X-ray spectrum is tightly coupled to the IC γ-ray spectrum that is produced by the same population of accelerated electrons. Moreover, Xray measurements provide information about the hydrodynamic structure (e.g., shock speed, gas density) and the magnetic field strength in a remnant, which are crucial to disentangle γ-ray emission mechanisms.
Magnetic Field Amplification in Young SNRs
High angular resolution observations of young SNRs with Chandra suggest that strong shocks may be able to amplify the interstellar magnetic field by large factors. The narrow widths of synchrotron X-ray filaments [29] could be due to rapid synchrotron cooling in the postshock flow [30] . The magnetic field strength inferred from the X-ray filaments is typically ∼ 0.1 mG [31] . An alternative explanation for the narrowness of the filaments is a fast magnetic field damping behind a shock [32] . This scenario also requires similarly strong magnetic fields. Evidence for the amplified magnetic field comes also from the year-scale time variability of synchrotron X-ray filaments ( Figure 7 ) [33] . If the variability timescale represents the synchrotron cooling time, the magnetic field strength can be estimated to be as large as ∼ 1 mG. On the other hand, if the variability is due to intermittent turbulent magnetic fields [34] (see § 3.4), the time variability can be reconciled with a weaker magnetic field (∼ 0.1 mG).
Theoretically it has been proposed that a turbulent magnetic field can be significantly amplified by a CR current driven instability (and other instabilities) in the shock precursor ahead of a shock front [35] . Magnetic field amplification (MFA) is now considered to be the key element in non-linear DSA theory [36] . Modeling of a synchrotron component depends critically on MFA. Consequently, any attempts to disentangle γ-ray emission mechanisms depend on our understanding of MFA, which in turn manifests in the synchrotron X-ray data.
Synchrotron X-ray Emission as a Probe of Magnetic Turbulence
During the DSA process, energetic particles have to be efficiently scattered by magnetic fluctuations in the shock vicinity to be accelerated to very high energies. In addition to the strength of the magnetic field, a power spectrum of magnetic turbulences is a key parameter in the DSA theory.
The turbulent magnetic fields, amplified possibly by CR current driven instabilities, can be imprinted in synchrotron X-ray images [34] . The synchrotron emissivity depends strongly on the local magnetic field as B (Γ+1)/2 (where Γ denotes the effective photon index). Therefore, localized non-steady magnetic field concentrations contribute significantly to the synchrotron X-ray emission by the highest energy electrons in the cut-off region of the electron distribution [34] . Strong fluctuations of the magnetic fields result in an intermittent, twinkling appearance of synchrotron X-ray images even if the electron distribution is steady. This may explain the variable filamentary and clumpy structures in the synchrotron Xray map of SNR RX J1713.7−3946 ( Figure 7) . Indeed, Suzaku broadband X-ray observations have shown that the X-ray emission is formed in the cut-off region of the electron distribution [37] . Since the synchrotron filaments are expected to be more variable at higher photon energies in this scenario, sensitive hard X-ray imaging with NuSTAR and ASTRO-H is particularly interesting. Hard X-ray observations will allow the study of the power spectra of magnetic fluctuations and the acceleration mechanisms of CRs.
The important aspect of measuring γ-ray spectra with CTA will be to gauge the maximum energy of CR particles, particularly that of protons which, unlike electrons, do not suffer from radiative losses in SNRs. Theoretically, the maximum proton energy is expected to be controlled mainly by MHD waves in the shock precursor. As discussed above, X-ray observations provide information about such turbulent waves. The synchrotron X-ray stripes seen in Tycho's SNR ( Figure 5 ) are also intriguing in this regard; the pattern of the stripes may reflect a turbulent wave spectrum [38] . In the CTA era, a synergy between X-ray and TeV γ-ray observations of SNRs will be even greater.
Gamma-ray Binaries
Gamma-ray Loud X-ray Binaries
Detections of modulated TeV γ-ray emission synchronized with an orbital period from a few high-mass X-ray binaries have revealed the existence of γ-ray loud X-ray binaries, so-called gamma-ray binaries. Examples include LS 5039 [39] , PSR B1259−63 [40] , and LS I+61
• 303 [41] , which have been well studied in the X-ray and TeV bands. Recent GeV γ-ray observations of three binaries [42, 43, 44] with the Fermi-LAT demonstrate that they are also luminous GeV sources; the GeV γ-ray energy flux exceeds both the X-ray and TeV γ-ray energy fluxes at least at some orbital phase.
Gamma-ray binaries can serve as an excellent laboratory for the study of extreme particle acceleration in a periodically changing environment in the vicinity of a massive star.
Two major competing models of nonthermal emission have been discussed in the literature. The first one attributes the high-energy phenomena to the interactions of a young rotation-powered pulsar with the wind (or disk) of a companion star. Collisions between the pulsar's relativistic wind and the stellar wind lead to the formation of a compactified pulsar wind nebula (CPWN), a scaled-down version of pulsar wind nebulae [45] . Another model invokes a microquasar; a relativistic jet ejected by an accreting compact object accounts for the γ-ray loudness in this case [46] .
The emission from the PSR B1259−63 binary is powered by a young non-accreting pulsar and this is a clear example of the CPWN system. Cygnus X-3 has been known as a microquasar and the GeV γ-rays detected by the Fermi-LAT [47] and AGILE [48] can be ascribed to the emission from a relativistic jet. However, type classification is difficult in most cases (e.g., LS 5039). In what follows, we discuss two TeV-γ-ray-emitting binaries, PSR B1259−63 and LS 5039.
PSR B1259−63
PSR B1259−63 is a young radio pulsar (spin period 48 ms) orbiting a fast-rotating O-type star LS 2883 [49] in a highly eccentric 3.4 yr orbit. The spindown power of the pulsar isĖ p ≃ 8 × 10 35 erg s −1 . Figure 8 shows the orbital lightcurves of the PSR B1259−63 system in the X-ray, GeV/TeV γ-ray, and radio bands [44] .
The X-ray peaks of pre-and post-periastron are thought to arise from the interactions between the pulsar wind and the equatorial disk of the optical star. The narrow-band X-ray spectrum of the system is characterized by a power law of highly variable photon index Γ ≃ 1.2-2.0 without any detectable line emission [50, 51] . A spectral break around ε br ∼ 5 keV was found by Suzaku during the pulsar's transit of the disk, which provides an important constraint on the models [51] .
The electrons and positrons are presumably accelerated at an inner shock front of the pulsar wind and adiabatically expand in the relativistic flow of the pulsar cavity. Synchrotron radiation by the accelerated electrons offers a reasonable explanation for the observed X-ray emission. The TeV γ-ray emission can be understood in terms of the anisotropic IC scattering on the intense stellar photons of the same population of electrons and positrons that produce the X-ray emission [52] . Future sensitive TeV observations with CTA will allow detailed investigations of the X-ray and TeV connection. Recent Fermi-LAT observations have detected a remarkable GeV flare from PSR B1259−63 about 10 days after the second X-ray peak [44] . The GeV luminosity reaches a sizable fraction of the pulsar's spindown power, implying a very efficient (∼ 100%) conversion of the kinetic energy of the wind into γ-radiation. An extrapolation of the X-ray spectrum smoothly connects with the flare spectrum, suggesting that the GeV γ-ray emission might be a tail of the synchrotron spectrum. This requires extremely fast acceleration of electrons and positrons, as in the case of the Crab Nebula's GeV flare. Alternatively, the GeV flare may be explained by Comptonization of the cold pulsar wind with a wind Lorentz factor of γ w ∼ 10 4 [53] .
LS 5039
LS 5039 is a high-mass X-ray binary with extended radio emission, comprised of a massive O-type star and a compact object (either neutron star or black hole). A periodic TeV γ-ray signal modulated with an orbital period of 3.906 days has been detected by H.E.S.S. [39] , as shown in Figure 9 .
Suzaku observations, which continuously covered more than one orbital period, showed strong modulation of the X-ray emission at the orbital period [54] . In FigFigure 9 : Lightcurves at X-ray (Suzaku XIS), hard X-ray (Suzaku HXD), TeV (H.E.S.S.), and GeV (Fermi-LAT) bands of LS 5039 as a function of orbital phase [54, 42] . ure 9, the lightcurves obtained with the Suzaku XIS and HXD are compared with the γ-ray modulated curves. The X-ray spectrum measured up to 70 keV can be described by a simple power law with a phase-dependent photon index of Γ = 1.45-1.61. A remarkably stable X-ray modulation over a long time span of ∼ 10 yr was revealed through a comparison with the measurements made by previous missions [55] . This finding favors the CPWN nature of LS 5039.
The X-ray emission is likely due to synchrotron radiation, while IC scattering on stellar photons by the same population of relativistic electrons is a viable mechanism of TeV γ-ray production. The intense stellar light has dual effects; it largely enhances anisotropic IC emission but also introduces γγ opacity due to pair production, which can be used to constrain the emission site [56] . While the orbital modulation of TeV γ-ray emission is affected by γγ absorption and anisotropic IC, Xrays are free of these effects so their modulation contains fundamental information about the system itself. For example, the X-ray lightcurve suggests the importance of adiabatic losses. To simultaneously explain the X-ray/TeV data, one needs to invoke the extremely efficient and rapid acceleration process, allowing for acceleration of 10 TeV electrons on a timescale of seconds.
Unlike TeV γ-rays, GeV photons are almost unaffected by γγ absorption, allowing us to probe particle acceleration in the direct vicinity of a massive star. LS 5039 has been detected by the Fermi-LAT [42] . Figure 9 shows the LAT light curve folded with the orbital period. The LAT flux peaks near periastron, which is naturally expected in the IC model. Spectral modeling suggests the presence of a second population of e ± accelerated possibly in the shocked stellar wind [57] .
Future X-ray polarimetry with GEMS may be able to confirm the synchrotron origin of the X-ray emission. Also, thermal X-ray emission from the shocked stellar wind, which constrains the properties of the pulsar and stellar winds, could be detectable with the ASTRO-H SXS. Finally, thanks to CTA, "phase-resolved" γ-ray spectra will be obtained in the TeV range, which would allow for an identification of the γγ absorption feature.
Active Galaxies
The phenomenon of Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) is related to accreting supermassive black holes (SMBHs) hosted by massive galaxies. The integrated radiative output of the accreting matter in AGN dominates the extragalactic background light in the X-ray band [58] , while the non-thermal emission of the plasma outflowing from AGN in the form of relativistic jets is widely believed to provide the bulk, or at least a substantial fraction of the extragalactic background photons at γ-ray energies [59] . A multiwavelength approach is required for a proper understanding of AGN physics, with the X-ray and γ-ray bands being particularly important regimes to explore.
Blazars
Some AGN produce jets, i.e., collimated streams of magnetized plasma outflowing with relativistic bulk velocities from the immediate vicinities of SMBHs, and carrying huge amounts of energy far beyond the host galaxies [60] . Jetted AGN observed at small viewing angles with respect to the jet axis (< 10 deg) are called blazars [61] . A relatively diverse blazar family includes low-power sources of the BL Lacertae type (BL Lacs) and powerful flat-spectrum radio quasars (FSRQs).
What is common for all the blazars is that their broadband spectra are dominated by the non-thermal jet emission produced at parsec and sub-parsec distances from the active centers. This emission, strongly boosted in the observer rest frame due to the relativistic bulk velocities of the emitting plasma, extends from radio up to very high energy γ-ray frequencies. This is in either the X-ray or the γ-ray regime where most of the radiatively dissipated power is released. The other crucial characteristic of blazar emission is its variability, ranging from minutes to years and decades, and involving flux changes from a few percent up to a few orders of magnitude. All of these findings point toward a highly non-stationary character of AGN jets, and a very efficient and extremely rapid acceleration of the jet particles to ultrarelativistic energies, typically ascribed to Fermi-type processes at relativistic shocks.
About 100 blazars, mostly of the FSRQ type, have been associated with γ-ray sources detected by EGRET onboard CGRO at GeV photon energies [62] . Several BL Lacs have also been detected in the TeV range by the previous generation of Cherenkov telescopes, starting from Mrk 421 [63] , however with a little overlap with the EGRET catalog. After the first two years of the Fermi-LAT operation, roughly 1,000 blazars have been identified as GeV emitters, with an almost equal split between BL Lacs and FSRQs [64] . In addition, the first cases of the detection of TeV flares from FSRQs were recently reported [65, 66] . Still, the overwhelming majority of the TeV blazars -the population which nowadays is growing quite rapidly due to the development and successful operation of the modern Cherenkov telescopes -are BL Lacs, mostly the ones selected from X-ray surveys (see, e.g., [67] ). Figure 10 presents the broad-band spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of particularly bright examples of the main two types of blazars, namely of Mrk 421, which is a famous BL Lac object, and 3C 454.3, which is an archetypal FSRQ. The main feature to notice in the figure is that the non-thermal continua consist of two highly variable spectral components; this is a generic property of blazar spectra. The low-energy component, peaking in the ν − νF ν representation in infrared for 3C 454.3, and in X-rays for Mrk 421, is established to be due to the synchrotron emission of ultrarelativistic electrons. The high-energy component, peaking in the γ-ray regime in all cases, is most successfully modeled in terms of the inverse-Compton (IC) emission of the same population of electrons [72, 73] .
An alternative interpretation of the high-energy blazar component, dealing with the interactions of ultrarelativistic protons with background electromagnetic fields (photomeson production, proton synchrotron emission, and the related cascades of the secondary particles) remains however a formal possibility [74, 75] . One of the main scientific objectives of the modern Cherenkov telescopes and Fermi-LAT is in fact to distinguish between the two scenarios by providing conclusive evidence for the leptonic or hadronic origin of the detected γ-rays. Interestingly, crucial pieces of information in the debate on the origin of the high-energy emission of blazars are gathered by means of X-ray observations. In the case of BL Lacs, the X-ray domain probes the highestenergy electrons (E e ≥ 1 TeV) which, in the framework of the leptonic scenario, also produce the TeV photons via the synchrotron self-Compton process [76] . The correlated variability in the X-ray and TeV bands established for many BL Lacs and Mrk 421 in particular [77, 78, 69] , therefore provides strong support for the IC origin of the observed γ-rays (see Figure 11 ). Yet the exact correlation patterns emerging from detailed analysis revealed at the same time a picture which is much more complex than that expected in the "standard" models, assuming a single homogeneous emission zone and a simplified prescription for the shock acceleration of the radiating particles.
Possibly the most surprising of all such results is related to the BL Lac object PKS 2155−304, for which the Cherenkov telescope H.E.S.S. detected orderof-magnitude flares at TeV energies with doubling γ-ray [Crab] X-ray timescales as short as 200 s, accompanied by only modest flux enhancement at X-ray photon energies [79] . This discovery has led to many question regarding the structure of the blazar emission zone and the particle acceleration processes involved [80] .
To understand the multiwavelength correlations as well as the extremely short variability timescales characterizing BL Lacs, more data and higher-quality data are needed, and these can be gathered only by means of truly simultaneous, truly multiwavelength and longterm campaigns which are focused not exclusively on flaring activity of the targets, but also on their lowflux-level quiescent states. Such campaigns were hardly possible in the past due to the limited sensitivity of the previously available instruments. Recently, in the Fermi era, the situation has improved [68, 81] , but still not many BL Lacs are bright enough (especially during their quiescent states) for the currently operating high-energy instruments to extract series of high-quality spectra in short multiple exposures.
The participation of X-ray telescopes providing detailed spectral information in future monitoring programs involving CTA is crucial because, as stated above, the X-ray domain carries information regarding the electrons directly involved in shaping the γ-ray properties of BL Lacs. Instruments such as HXI and SGD onboard ASTRO-H are expected to be particularly relevant, since these will enable us, for the very first time, to track the spectral evolution of several bright BL Lacs above 10 keV photon energies in ∼ 100 ks (or shorter) exposures. An exciting and unique possibility is the de-tection of the polarization in hard X-rays by SGD during particularly strong flaring states of the brightest BL Lacs, like that of Mrk 501 in 1997 when the synchrotron continuum of the source extended up to the 100 keV photon energy range [82] .
A precise characterization of the X-ray spectra of TeV-emitting BL Lacs is of importance also for another reason: the highest energy γ-ray photons emitted by cosmologically distant sources suffer from the absorption by the extragalactic background light (EBL) in the IR-to-UV band due to the photon-photon annihilation process [83] . The observed TeV blazar fluxes have to be therefore de-absorbed -with the correct number density of the EBL photons for a given redshift of a target -before attempting any modeling. But the exact spectral distribution of the EBL, which is shaped by the cosmological evolution of galaxies, is not known precisely [84] . One of the main science goals of CTA is, in fact, to invert the problem and to constrain the evolution of the EBL by a precise characterization of the blazar spectra enabling reliable identification and analysis of the EBL-related absorption features in the TeV range. With no good-quality and simultaneous broadband X-ray data, on the other hand, disentangling the intrinsic curvatures and the absorption features in the observed γ-ray spectra of blazars relies heavily on several assumptions regarding the energy distribution of the emitting electrons [85] . Any more robust determination of the intrinsic TeV properties of distant BL Lacs, and so any precise determination of the EBL level, requires simultaneous high-quality X-ray observations.
In the case of FSRQs the situation is different than in the case of BL Lacs, since here the X-ray observations probe instead the low-energy side of the high-energy emission component (see Figure 10 ). This high-energy component in the spectra of FSRQs dominates energetically over the synchrotron one, reaching apparent γ-ray luminosities as large as ∼ 10 49 erg s −1 during the flaring states [71] . FSRQs display in addition very flat X-ray continua, in many cases characterized by photon indices Γ X < 1.5 within a broad energy range from below keV up to hundreds of keV [86] .
In the framework of the leptonic models, the lowenergy tail of the high-energy emission components of FSRQs is produced via the IC process involving the lowest-energy electrons, down to the mildly-relativistic regime [87] . A large amount of such mildly-relativistic leptons, outnumbering the ultrarelativistic electron population and carrying the bulk of the total jet kinetic power, should however manifest as a distinct steepspectrum component in soft X-rays. The fact that the X-ray continua of FSRQs are flat and extend as such down to the lowest X-ray frequencies therefore has important implications for the jet energetics: as demonstrated by several authors (e.g., [88, 89] ) the lack of any pronounced soft X-ray excess in the spectra of FSRQs excludes in particular the case of particle-dominated purely leptonic jets, implying either significant amount of protons, or Poynting flux-dominated outflows.
A caution here is that the above conclusion is based on possibly oversimplified emission models, which recently have been questioned to some extent by the aforementioned detections of short TeV flares from several FSRQs (e.g., [90] ). More extensive γ-ray monitoring of FSRQs with continuous coverage at X-ray photon energies involving soft and hard X-ray instruments like SXS, HXI and SGD onboard the ASTRO-H is therefore needed for a robust determination of the jet energetics in the systems. We also note that the hard X-ray regime is particularly well suited for studying high-redshift FSRQs, which are of interest for understanding the cosmological evolution of jetted AGN [91] .
Radio Galaxies
Radio galaxies (RGs), with their relativistic jets oriented at intermediate and larger viewing angles with respect to the line of sight, are believed to constitute the parent population of blazar sources [61] . As a result of larger inclinations, the observed non-thermal emission produced within the innermost parts of the jets in RGs is not amplified by relativistic beaming as dramatically as in the case of blazars, and hence different emission components, which are hardly observable in blazar spectra, may become prominent. For RGs oriented at particularly large inclinations, the radiative output of unresolved jets may be even strongly de-beamed in the observer rest frame, and therefore bulk of the observed emission may originate at further distances from the nuclei where relativistic outflows decelerate substantially so that beaming effects become less severe.
Before the launch of Fermi-LAT only one radio galaxy, Cen A, has been firmly established as a source of the MeV-GeV photons by CGRO [92] . At higher photon energies, longer exposure by the Cherenkov telescope HEGRA allowed for the tentative detection of another object, M 87 [93] . Both sources are low-power but particularly nearby systems. These two cases, when compared with about 100 blazars detected by EGRET and the previous Cherenkov telescopes, imply that RGs are relatively weak γ-ray emitters. Yet they are not "γ-ray silent". Indeed, after two years of the Fermi-LAT operation and with the new generation of Cherenkov telescopes in hand, the sample of RGs detected at γ-rays has increased up to about 10 targets in the GeV range [94, 64] , and four objects at TeV photon energies [95, 96] . CTA will hopefully further enlarge the population of non-blazar TeV-emitting AGN.
We also mention here that recently Fermi-LAT has resolved giant (Mpc-scale) lobes surrounding the Cen A radio galaxy at GeV energies [97] , proving in this way that γ-rays are being efficiently generated there, despite the advanced age and relaxed nature of the structure (see Figure 12 , and [98] for the case of the giant radio galaxy NGC 6251). Probing the Cen A lobes at TeV and X-ray photon energies awaits future observations.
Increasing the sample of "γ-ray loud" RGs is important for several reasons. First, modeling of such sources provides an independent check of blazar models which are being developed, since, as noted above, RGs should be considered as blazars observed at larger viewing angles. Second, as also already emphasized, γ-ray observations of RGs may reveal some "exotic" or at least nonstandard processes possibly related to the production of high energy photons and particles within active nuclei [99] , large-scale jets [100] and extended lobes [101] . Third, increasing the sample of γ-ray RGs will enable us to understand the contribution of nearby non-blazar AGN to the extragalactic γ-ray background [102] . And fourth, as discussed below in more detail, studying RGs at γ-ray frequencies may shed some light on the still hardly understood jet launching mechanisms in AGN. All of these research directions require a multiwave- The compiled historical data corresponding to the unresolved core of a low-power but nearby galaxy Cen A, including more recent LAT and H.E.S.S. detections, are taken from [104] . The archival nonsimultaneous data for the unresolved core of a high-power galaxy 3C 120, including reanalyzed LAT fluxes (following [105] ), are represented by red squares. The sensitivity curves for different X-ray and γ-ray instruments are the same as in Figure 10 .
length approach, but the relevance of the joint X-ray observations is particularly obvious in the latter case.
Similarly as in the case of blazars, the gathered Xray data for RGs offer, in principle, constraints on the highest-energy and lowest-energy segments of the population of the radiating non-thermal electrons (see § 5.1). But unlike in blazar sources, the observed X-ray emission of RGs is significantly contributed, or sometimes even entirely dominated by the emission of the accretion disks and disk coronae [103] . This constitutes an opportunity to investigate the jet-disk coupling, and hence the jet launching processes, by means of joint Xray and radio or γ-ray observations of RGs.
In Figure 13 we plot the broad-band SEDs of two RGs detected at γ-ray frequencies: the low-power system Cen A and the high-power galaxy 3C 120. In the case of Cen A the multiwavelength spectrum of the unresolved core seems to be dominated by the blazar-type emission of a misaligned jet, and in particular the highenergy emission component, extending up to the TeV range, seemingly resembles the high-energy IC peak of blazar sources. The most recent but "standard" blazartype modeling of this component, although quite successful up to GeV frequencies, can however hardly accommodate the observed TeV fluxes [104] . Hence a contribution from some other "exotic" processes at the highest photon energies, or modification of the blazar modeling, are implied. To make the situation more complex, there is an ongoing debate on whether the X-ray continuum of the Cen A core is indeed entirely due to the jet rather than the accretion flow, and what is the contribution of the extended structures in the source to the observed TeV emission.
The observations of nearby RGs with future X-ray telescopes such as GEMS, NuSTAR and ASTRO-H will enable the jet and the disk contributions to the observed X-ray emission of the systems to be disentangled by obtaining high-quality spectra with unprecedented energy resolution up to tens and hundreds of keV photon energies. Such a rich and previously hardly available dataset, in addition to providing important diagnostics regarding the accretion process in AGN, will also allow us to understand the origin of γ-ray emission of RGs.
3C 120 constitutes a particularly interesting case in this respect. Here the entire X-ray emission was argued to be produced by the accreting matter, with the possible exception of the soft X-ray band [106] . Variable GeV emission of the source, on the other hand, tentatively detected by LAT, seems to be related to the pc-scale jet [105] . Importantly, the long-term monitoring of 3C 120 at X-ray and radio frequencies has revealed a nontrivial connection between the two bands, with the dips in the X-ray emission followed by ejections of bright superluminal knots along the radio outflow [107] . In this way a direct observational link between the accretion and jet launching processes has been established for the very first time in the case of an AGN. The proposed interpretation involved X-ray dips due to the disappearance of the inner parts of the accretion disk leading to the ejection of the excess matter along the jet axis, analogous to what is observed in the Galactic jet sources. The possibility that the related phenomenon may be also observed at γ-ray frequencies, with the γ-ray flares following the dips in the accretion-related X-ray emission, awaits the operation of CTA and future X-ray missions.
Clusters of Galaxies
Merging processes leading to the formation of clusters of galaxies release huge amounts of gravitational energy ( 10 64 erg) on timescales of the order of ∼ Gyr [108] . While much of this energy is contained in thermal plasma with temperatures kT 10 keV emitting X-ray photons via the bremsstrahlung process, part of it may be channelled to accelerate a small fraction of particles from the thermal pool to ultrarelativistic energies, and to form in this way an energetically relevant population of cosmic rays (CRs) within the intracluster medium (ICM). In addition to the thermal and nonthermal baryonic particles, a large amount of dark matter (DM) is believed to be present in massive clusters of galaxies.
Both DM and CRs are supposed to give observable signatures at γ-ray frequencies, due to DM annihilation or decay processes, and due to interactions of hadronic CRs with the ambient gas [109, 110] . There is an ongoing search for such signatures using currently available γ-ray instruments. Importantly, however, the production of γ-rays by DM and CRs should be accompanied by the production of secondary e ± pairs. The presence of such secondary leptons should then result in observational signatures at lower frequencies, and in particular in the radio and X-ray domains.
Non-thermal activity in the ICM manifests clearly in the phenomenon of giant (∼ Mpc-scale) radio halos. These are roughly spherical and low-surface brightness structures centered at the position of the peaks in galaxy distributions, which are found in about 10% of the systems [111] . It was long speculated whether the synchrotron-emitting electrons populating giant halos are in fact secondary particles resulting from hadronic CR interactions [112] , or even DM annihilation/decay processes. Even though this possibility still cannot be excluded, a number of arguments and considerations were presented against such a scenario [113] . Instead, radio-emitting electrons forming giant radio halos are now most widely believed to be accelerated directly from the thermal pool of the ICM by magnetic turbulence induced by merger processes at relatively early stages of the cluster lifetime [114] .
It was recognized early on that the same electrons which produce synchrotron photons at radio frequencies should also lead to the production of higher-energy emission via IC upscattering of the cosmic microwave background radiation [122] . This additional emission component could then be probed at hard X-ray photon energies as an excess over the thermal (free-free) emission of the hot intracluster gas. Looking for such an excess using different X-ray instruments has resulted in contradicting claims in the past [123] . The most recent studies using Suzaku and SWIFT satellites indicate however that there is no power-law excess within the 10 − 100 keV photon energy range down to the level of a few ×10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 for a number of the brightest systems, with the exception of the peculiar Bullet cluster [124, 115] . These upper limits, when combined with the radio data, translate into lower limits for the magnetic field intensity within the ICM > 0.3 µG [123, 115] .
Searching for the observable signatures of the Hard X-ray (20 − 80 keV) upper limit denoted by dark green arrow is taken from [115] . Fermi-LAT upper limits within the 0.2 − 1, 1 − 10, and 10 − 100 GeV photon energy ranges corresponding to a point source, to a King profile, and to the two-dimensional Gaussian with the 68% contamination radius of 0.8 deg centered at the position of the cluster are denoted by black, dark blue, and blue arrows, respectively [116] . Upper limits at 1, 5, and 10 TeV photon energies for the source region of interest with the radius of 0, 0.2 and 0.4 deg, as reported by the H.E.S.S. Collaboration [117] , are denoted by red, magenta, and pink arrows, respectively. The sensitivities for ASTRO-H and CTA (thick cyan curves) are the same as in Figure 10 . The black and gray solid curves represent the predictions regarding the non-thermal emission of primary and secondary electrons accelerated by the magnetic turbulence within the Coma cluster for the central magnetic field intensity 5 µG and 2 µG, respectively (from [118] ). The black and gray dashed curves illustrate two exemplary models for the DM-induced emission in the Coma cluster for the intermediate neutralino mass of 60 GeV (from [119] ). The thick black line corresponds to the hadronic model of radio halo in the Coma cluster by [120] normalized to the minimum flux prediction of [121] for the spectral index 2.1.
hadronic CR and DM populations in galaxy clusters is therefore a multiwavelength effort, even though it predominantly involves γ-ray instruments. As such, it will continue vigorously in the future with CTA. At present, despite extensive investigation, only upper limits for the γ-ray emission of clusters of galaxies have been provided both in the GeV [125, 116] and in the TeV ranges (e.g., [117, 113] ), and these are typically at the level of ∼ 10 −12 erg cm −2 s −1 (see Figure 14 for the case of the Coma cluster). Such limits provide constraints on the DM models, and also limit the contribution of the hadronic CRs to the cluster pressure down to the level of a few percent, at most.
A variety of choices regarding the candidates for the DM particles results however in different expectations regarding the high-energy emission of clusters related to the DM decay and annihilation processes [119, 126] . A variety of viable CR acceleration processes also plays a role. For example, the most widely considered acceleration mechanism for hadronic CRs in galaxy clusters is related to the 1st-order Fermi process operating at the fronts of large-scale shocks formed during the cluster mergers [127, 128] . But shock-produced CRs (both primary and secondary particles) may be also efficiently re-accelerated within the ICM via stochastic interaction with magnetic turbulence [118] . Injection of ultrarelativistic particles into the ICM may be also related to the activity of AGN located in cluster centers [129, 130] . The insufficient knowledge regarding the kinematics of the cluster gas and the structure of the cluster magnetic fields, affects the model predictions regarding the spatial distribution and the energy spectra of the accelerated CRs, and hence the non-thermal emission of the ICM (see Figure 14) . Future X-ray observations which will allow not only for more robust constraints of the hard X-ray emission of clusters, but which will also provide a detailed insight into the kinematics of the ICM, and hence into the various energy dissipation processes involved, are therefore of primary interest. Missions such as ASTRO-H can accomplish the task by means of spectrometric observations probing bulk plasma velocities and/or turbulence at a resolution corresponding to a speed of a few ×100 km/s, together with an arcmin imaging system in the hard X-ray band with a sensitivity of orders of magnitude better than previous missions (see Figure 15 ).
Conclusions
During the next decade, X-ray catalogues including about 200,000 clusters located out to high redshifts, together with about 3 million AGN, will be available thanks to the operation of e-ROSITA. Around the same time, NuSTAR and ASTRO-H, carrying high-resolution hard X-ray mirrors with unprecedented performance, will open a new chapter in the studies of high-energy radiation of astrophysical sources in the hardly explored regime from 10 keV up to several hundreds of keV photon energies. A soft γ-ray survey at photon energies below 1 MeV, with a sensitivity improved by 1-2 orders of magnitude with respect to previous surveys, will become possible thanks to the SGD instruments onboard ASTRO-H. The collected data will enable us to monitor highly variable synchrotron emission of the highestenergy electrons in blazars and Galactic binaries, to track the evolution of supermassive black holes which are heavily obscured, and in general to probe with unprecedented accuracy the accretion process in different , and HXI (blue) spectra for hot plasma with three different temperatures of 0.6, 2.6 and 6.1 keV (r < 2 ′ ; from [6] ).
types of AGN. The new X-ray instruments will also uniquely allow for mapping of the spatial extent of the hard X-ray emission in diffuse non-thermal structures, thus tracing the sites of particle acceleration in clusters of galaxies and SNRs. In parallel, imaging spectroscopy with the energy resolution < 5 − 7 eV brought by the micro-calorimeter onboard ASTRO-H will reveal line broadening and Doppler shifts due to turbulent or bulk velocities in such extended systems. GEMS will perform the first sensitive X-ray polarization survey of several classes of X-ray emitting sources characterized by strong gravitational or magnetic fields.
All these breakthroughs in studying high energy phenomena in the Universe are expected to happen at the time of the operation of the Cherenkov Telescope Array. The synergy between the TeV observations with CTA and the X-ray observations with the future missions discussed here can hardly be overemphasized: parallel investigations in both regimes are indeed highly complementary and indispensable to understand the complex physics of the Galactic cosmic ray accelerators, active galaxies, and clusters of galaxies. This synergy regards primarily constraining particle acceleration processes, accretion in the black hole systems, and kinematics of the background plasma in various astrophysical sources of high energy emission. The cosmological context should not be forgotten either, since future X-ray missions together with CTA are expected to enable significant progress in understanding the origin of the high-energy cosmic background radiation, as well as the nature of dark matter particles through the study of clusters of galaxies.
